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For a great number of KBS, only validation is undertaken. Although this can assure system correct performance after development, existing problems may arise when there is a need to update the Knowledge Base.
Verification relies on formal methods suggesting that is more complex than the validation process. The work needed during the verification process could be dramatically reduced with the use of automatic tools. The development of these tools becomes particularly fruitful if the chosen architecture is flexible enough to allow multiple KBS verification. This flexibility means that every KBS characteristic should be considered, especially the techniques used to model the domain knowledge, i.e., knowledge representation and reasoning.
As formal methods of verification rely on mathematical foundations, they are able to detect a large number of possible problems. Hence, it is possible to guarantee that a KBS that has passed through a verification phase is correct and efficient. Moreover, theoretically it is possible to assure that it will provide correct performance when facing situations that were not covered by examples considered during the validation process.
The systematic use of formal V&V techniques is a key for making end-users more confident about KBS, especially when critical applications are considered.
This paper addresses the Verification of Knowledge Based Systems. In the following section, some V&V field related definitions are presented. Section 3 presents VERITAS, a verification tool based on formal methods, detailing its architecture, main characteristics, functioning and possible applications. Finally, section 4 points some conclusions and future work.
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Terminology for V&V of KBS is still an open issue. First, the differences between V&V of KBS (more recent) and V&V of the so called conventional software prevent the straight adaptation of existing terminology. Second, some of proposed definitions are quite dependent of specific V&V applications [2] .
Therefore, for the remaining of this paper, the following definitions will be used:
Validation -Allows to assure that the KBS provides solutions that present a confidence level as high as the ones provided by the expert(s). Validation is then based on tests, desirably in the real environment and under real circumstances. During these tests, the KBS is considered as a "black box" and only the input and the output are really considered important. Verification -Allows to assure that the KBS has been correctly conceived and implemented and does not contain technical errors. Verification is intended to examine the interior of the KBS and find any possible errors. During the verification, the KBS is considered as a "glass box" and not only the input and the output are considered important but also the methods used to achieve the results. Quality Assurance -This concept assures that the right system is built, and in the right way (build the right system right), by incorporating Validation and Verification in complementary roles. During this process the fitness, pertinence, and consistency of knowledge and the correction of the methods used in its manipulation are considered in order to satisfy the requirements of the final user.
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A tool named VERITAS [9] has been developed for Knowledge Base automatic verification, performing structural analysis, which allows the detection of knowledge anomalies. Although initially developed to verify SPARSE Knowledge Base, the tool was developed with generic verification purposes and domain independent approach. Hence it is able to perform knowledge base structural analysis at low cost, especially with big knowledge bases. This tool has been successfully applied to several KBS: a KBS used to assist operators of Portuguese Transmission Control Centres in incident analysis and power restoration (SPARSE) [10] ; an expert system applied to Cardiology diseases diagnosis (ARCA) [6] ; and an expert system created to assist in Otology diseases diagnosis and therapy [8] .
Currently VERITAS is starting to be used in Data Mining applications generated knowledge verification and as KB integrator for applications with multiple knowledge sources [7] . Figure 1 ) allowing user interaction along all the verification process. Since the tool is independent of KB grammar, theoretically any rule-based system can be analysed by VERITAS.
The Converter module allows the representation of external rules in an internal canonical form that is recognised by the other modules. Notice that this module works in two directions. It can also convert the canonical form into an external KB, generating new rules during knowledge updating, after anomaly detection, using an external grammar.
The Internal DB (DataBase) Administration module is responsible for the extraction and classification of all the information needed during the anomaly detection phase. As an example, the following rules are an extract of a larger knowledge base used for vehicle classification. In the first step all literals extracted from rules are classified according to the following schema:
Fact, if it just appears in rule antecedents;
fct(f1,type(X,passengers)) fct(f2,type(X,goods)) ...
Conclusion, if it just appears in rule consequents;
cnl(c1,light(X,car)) cnl(c2,heavy(X,truck)) ...
Hypotheses, if it appears in both sides of the rules.
hyp(h1,class(X,light)) hyp(h2,class(X,heavy)) ...
Notice that this classification is domain independent and just makes sense for verification procedures. The described classification main advantages are a more compact knowledge representation and the reduction of the complexity of the rule expansion generating process. As it will be described later, this process corresponds to the analytical calculation of all possible inference chains.
In the second step, the Internal DB Administration module generates useful information about existing relations between literals (previously obtained). That information will be used not just to make the expansions generating process faster but also in the automatic detection of Single Value Constraints. VERITAS considers some type of constraints already described in literature [11] , which can be classified according to the following classes: Semantic Constraints -this type of impermissible set is formed by literals that cannot be present at the same time in the KB. Semantic constraints have to be introduced by the user. Single Value Constraints (SVC) -this type of impermissible set is formed by only one literal but considering different values of its parameters. Notice that those potential constraints are automatically detected.
The detected anomalies have to be reported in a form suitable for easing its analysis. This task was undertaken with special care in order to reduce the time needed for the information analysis. Therefore, it is possible to aggregate or select information by type of anomaly, number of rule a literal identification.
Anomaly detection relies on rule expansions and constraint analysis. This method is also used by some well known V&V tools, as KB-REDUCER [1] and COVER [4] . The used technique is a variation of common Assumption-based Truth Maintenance System (ATMS) [3] . The expansions generated with this variation are not only dependent on the original Rule Base (see Figure 2 ) but also in the following issues:
Rule triggering selection mechanism -this mechanism not only avoids some run-time errors (for instance circular chains) but also introduces another complexity axis to the verification because the inference chains depends directly on the existence or not of this mechanism; Variable matching -the number of detected anomalies is directly related to the type of variable matching used during expansions generating process. A loose match generates several expansions while a tight match generates less.
The detected anomalies are classified with the schema presented in Figure 3 . This classification is strongly based on the one proposed in Preece´s work [5] with some slight differences. First, the matching values are considered in rule analysis, meaning that a new set of anomalies will arise. Second, during anomaly detection not just pairs of rules are considered but also groups of any size, allowing to detect for instance redundancy between rule groups. 
Figure 3 -Anomaly Classification
The rules expansions calculation method relies in the analytical determination of all possible inference chains of the analysed rule base. Consequently, evaluation of variables, specifically the temporal ones, was considered crucial. VERITAS allows the rule expansion generation to be done in two different modes: normal (tight) or exhaustive (loose).
For both modes, one expansion is created for each original rule with the following structure: /* expF(#SeqNumber, RHS, LHS, Support Rules) */ expF (1, In normal mode, new expansions are then created based on the substitution of the hypothesis (conclusions and facts are the inference chain boundary) by supporting literals. In the considered example h1 is replaced by [not f3,not f4] resulting in the following expansion:
In exhaustive mode, expansion calculation is not only based in hypothesis substitution (as normal mode) but also in the substitution of literals by equivalent ones. In order to reduce the time required for this process, since it presents an exponential growth of the number of expansions, an additional structure is used to record information on the literals that match each other, as shown in the following example:
This structure is adequate for testing variables defined by sets of values.
This mode uses a loose variable matching, meaning that probably more expansions are generated. However, it allows the detection of a wider range of anomalies. Let us consider the following circular rules: For X=a some inference engines could start an infinite loop.
This verification tool correctly processed several KB (previously referred) regardless of the number of rules and of their syntax. It was also capable of performing variable evaluation for variables defined by sets of values (including Boolean Variables). However, limitations arose in the processing variables defined by ranges of values, e.g. time intervals in the SPARSE KB or price intervals in a Data Mining system used for consuming trends in supermarket chains. Furthermore, it has no adequate language for temporal operators' manipulation (this issue is currently being dealt with). Regardless of these open issues, the tool was able to detect examples of all previously classified anomalies.
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The use of Verification tools, based on formal methods, increases the confidence of the user and eases the process of changing KB, reducing the testing costs and the time needed to implement them. We argue that the usage of these tools can be a reliable, inexpensive and reusable way to overcome the problems associated with the verification process.
We presented a tool named VERITAS that has been developed for Knowledge Base automatic verification. The tool was developed with generic verification purposes and domain independent approach. Hence it is able to perform knowledge base structural analysis at low cost, especially with big knowledge bases. The usefulness of VERITAS increases proportionally with KB size and the number of knowledge modifications, which must be undertaken.
Presently, VERITAS is being improved in order to allow the detection of anomalies related to temporal and nonmonotonic reasoning. VERITAS is also starting to be used in Data Mining applications generated knowledge verification and as KB integrator for applications with multiple knowledge sources.
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